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Preface

Interaction of light with matter is one of the major fields

of studies which have considerable impact on both basic and

applied sciences. The advent of lasers has added newer dimension

to such studies. POG phenomena is a novel technique to study

light-matter interaction.

POG effect is the induction of change in discharge

plasma impedance by the injection of electrons into it through

photoelectric emission. Photoelectrons are generated by the

irradiation of laser on one of the electrodes of the discharge

cell, selecting suitable target electrodes. POG phenomena is

identified as an in situ technique for the surface

characterization of target electrodes and for discharge plasma

diagnostics. The author has carried out POG studies using both

the fundamental and frequency doubled radiations from an Nd:YAG

laser. Photoelectrons were generated from different metal target

electrodes and the generated electrons were injected into

nitrogen discharge in all the observations. For the present study

an indigenous discharge cell has been fabricated.

The work presented in the thesis constitutes of two parts,

(i) studies on Photoemission Optogalvanic (POG) phenomena and

(ii) Nonlinear Dynamics. The first part which contains five

chapters is devoted to the presentation of POG studies and the
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second part in two chapters deals with the studies

dynamics in discharge plasma. General conclusions

the present studies are given in the last chapter.

on nonlinear

derived from

The firs~ chap~er of the thesis is a general introduction to

Photoemission Optogalvanic Phenomena with an overview of

optogalvanic effect.

Chap~er ~wo gives the theory of POG phenomena. Various

techniques of electron emission from metal targets and

multiphoton photoemission from metal induced by ultra short laser

pulses is included in this chapter. The generalized

Fowler-Dubridge is also given in this chapter.

In chapter three the details of the experimental

technique used in the present POG study is accounted. Description

of the fabricated discharge cell is also included.Details of the

Nd:YAG laser used and those of other controlling, measuring and

detecting instruments used for the present studies are also

given in this chapter.

Chapter four contains studies on POG effect with copper as

target electrode. Dependence of POG signal amplitude on laser

intensity for both 1064 nm and 532 nm pulsed laser radiations is

included. The two photon induced electron emission with 532 nm

and thermally assisted two photon process with 1064 nm laser
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radiations is also described in this chapter. Studies were also

carried out changing the polarity of the target electrode.

Attempt is made to analyze the basic phenomena occurring in both

cases. POG quantum efficiency is also evaluated in both cases and

an empirical relationship is obtained.

In chapter five POG studies with gold and platinum as target

electrodes is given. Dependence of FOG signal strength on laser

intensity using both 1064 OD and 532 nm pulsed radiations is

reported. The multiphoton process occurring at higher laser

intensity is accounted. Observations were repeated by changing

the polarity of the target electrode. POG signal dependence on

applied voltage across the cell is also included in this chapter.

Chapters six and seven account the nonlinear phenomena

observed in discharge plasma. The phenomena of order and chaos

occurring in non linear dissipative systems have been the subject

of intense research in recent years. But, only a few studies were

carried out experimentally in this area. Plasma is a typical

non linear dynamical system with a large number of degrees of

freedom and it is an interesting medium to test the universal

characteristics of chaos.

Chapter six contains an account of chaotic

gaseous discharge and theory of nonlinear dynamics.

time series analysis and characterization of chaos
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Relevance and evaluation techniques of Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT), generalized dimension D2, Kolmogorov entropy KZ and

Lyapunov exponents are also included in this chapter.

In chap~er seven experimental details of the nonlinear

dynamic study and the extraction. of time series is given.

Evaluation of FFT, 02' KZ and Lyapunov exponents from the time

series is also reported in this chapter.

Chap~er eigh~ is a general summary of the main features of

the work.

Host of the results reported in the thesis have been

published elsewhere or submitted for publication in the form of

the following papers in symposia/journals.

1 .. Helmholtz resonance cell for gas phase photoacoustic studies.

Kodaikkanal Observatory Bulletin 11 (1991),33-37

2. Observation of two photon induced photoemission optogalvanic

effect using copper target electrode.Hod. Phys. Lett.B.,

8(30), (1994), 1917

3. Photoemission studies with copper as target electrode.

Applied Surface Science (1996), (in press)

4.Characteristics of photoemission optogalvanic effect with
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Communicated to Optics Communications
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PART I.

PHOTOEMI SSI ON OPTOGALVANI C STUD! ES



Chapter I

PHOTOEMISSION OPTOGALVANIC EFFECT - AN OVERVIEW

1. 1. Introduct.ion

In t.e r act.Lon of light with matter is one of the important

fields of studies which have cosiderable impact on both

basic and applied sciences. Till the advent of lasers such

studies had limitations due to the nonavailability of

coherent, intense and monochromatio light sources. However

the discovery of various types of lasers in sixties has

fulfilled the dream of scientists and has added new

dimensions to the studies on light matter interactions.

Amongst various types of such interactions, influence of

laser on gas discharge media is important in the point of

view of fundamental studies and technological applications.

The basic principle of laser plasma interaction is the

perturbation of plasma parameters due to the electromagnetic

field. When radiation from a discharge tube was allowed to

pass through another identical discharge tube, variation in

the breakdown voltage was observed in the second discharge

tube. Such studies were carried out by Penning and Joshi et.

al. [1,2] during 1920's. Such variation of the threshold

potential of an electrical discharge in presence of light



was termed as 'light effect'. But such studies remained only

as academic curiosity till 1960. Systematic studies of the

interaction between light and plasma discharge were carried

out by various workers choosing lasers as the perturbing

light sources. The effect has been renamed to optogalvanic

(OG) effect which is a resonance phenomena. The discharge

voltage can also be altered by injecting electrons into the

plasma through photoemission fro. one of the discharge

electrodes. This is kno~n as photoemission optogalvanic

(POG) effect. A brief description of OG and POG effects are

given in the following sections.

1.2.Oplogalvanic ef£ect

Atoms and ions in discharge plasma ~ill resonantly absorb

optical radiation which ~ill change the impedanoe of the

plasma. This change in impedance will result into variation

in the discharge current. Disoharge phenomena can be

considered to be a 'black box' whose i.pedanoe and

electrical output are specifically controlled by the input

of monochromatic light. In general, a small change in the

discharge voltage AV can be considered as change in local

population of the excited states ~N, as generated by the

absorption of radiation (3] and can be written as
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l!1V -= I: 01. ~R.
. ~ 1.
1.

(1.1)

where

01 l - i = 1,2, .

This ooncept is based on the variation of density for each

excited state within the discharge volume. Also Zelewiski

et. al. [4] have shown that the relative variation of plasma

impedance for weak OG sianal depends on the relative optical

absorption coefficients and the plasma temperature.

This change in impedance as brought about due to the

interaction of radiation with discharge plasma will result

into variation in the discharge current. Thus, monitoring

the variation of discharge current as a funation of

wavelength of optioal radiation will result into the

recording of spectra of various species of plasma medium.

Suoh OG spectroscopy is being used to investigate high

resolution spectra of discharge species, and in studying

life tiDe of various energy levels of atoms and molecules

involved in the process [5]. OG effect can also be used as

optical diagnostic technique for plasma processes.

The most simple mechanisms for generating light induced

changes in discharge characteristic are photoionisation and

photodetachment. Photoionisation of

3
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additional-oharge carriers and photodetachment of negative

ions generates free electrons, which are carriers having

much higher mobility than the parent negative ions. The

increase in density is readily detected by monitoring the

discharge current, voltage, impedances etc or by more direct

probes of eleotron density.

Using a dye laser source Green and co-workers in 1976 [6]

have deaonstrated the sensitivity of the method in

determining contamination by deteoting the contaminants in

hollow cathode lamps. Details of energy levels of molecules

like Nz and atoms like Ne, He, Ar etc were studied by

various workers using OG effect [7,8].

Several types of eleotrical gas discharge are currently

used to study interaction of laser light with plasma. Some

of them are low pressure positive columns, hollow cathodes

and plasma diode type discharges [9]. The properties and

mechanisms of these disoharge are thoroughly discussed in

many standard books [10,11]. An electrical discharge can be

produced by applying a high voltage between two electrodes

within the cell, which is filled with a gas at a pressure of

few torr. Under the influence of electric fields this gas

will get ionised and most of the discharge properties are

characterized by various excitation and deexcitation

processes of the species present in the discharge. The
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simple experimental set-up for observing OG effect consists

of an electrical discharge produced in a gas cell provided

with two electrode between which a stable de voltage is

applied [6J. A ballast resistance is used to limit the

current in the circuit. The modulated laser beam is passed

through the celll which results in a change in impedance of

the discharge by resonant absorption of radiation. A

coupling capacitor blocks the de voltage and the change in

impedance can be measured direotly on an oscilloscope.

Pulsed or continuous wave lasers can be used for excitin,

discharge medium.

1.3.PhotoeBdssion optogalvanic effect

The OG effect as described above is a resonant pheno.ena.

As indicated earlier change in impedance of discharge plasma

can also be induced by injecting electrons into the plasma

medium. Such electron injection can be made by photoemission

from one of the electrodes in the discharge oell.

Optogalvanic sianals produced by injecting electrons into

the discharge via photoelectric emission is known as

photoemission optogalvanic (POG) effect [12-17].

This is a novel technique which oan be employed in the

surface characterization of target electrodes and plasma

diagnostics. Only a limited number of papers are available
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in the literature, which deal with the studies on POG

effect. In the present thesis, we report the details of the

studies carried out in the field of POG effeot and its

applications. An indigenous continuous flow discharge cell

was designed and fabricated for this purpose. The cell

configuration allows normal irradiance of laser pulses on

the target electrode with easy adaptability of target

electrode and economic use of target material. Details are

given in chapter Ill.

Unlike OG effect, POG effect is a nonresonant

phenomena as the phenomena can be observed for all

wavelengths below a threshold. The interaction of

photoelectrons with the discharge medium results in the

production of an electronavalanche,which yields a

considerable increase in the discharge current. This

enhancement in the discharge current results into the POG

signal. In some respect, the POG effect is the response of

the discharge to an almost instantaneous perturbation of the

discharge plasma and yields the direct observation of the

relevant characteristic time scales involved in the process.

In addition, the analysis of the time dependence of th~

observed POG signal may give some information about the

secondary electron coefficient by ion impact on the cathode

[15].
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1.3.1. POG ef~ec~ for surface charac~eriza~ion

POG effect can be used in reactive plasmas to monitor the

removal or deposition of thin films. At a given

wavelength, the photoemission yield changes as the surfaoe

composition gets altered. The change in current can be used

as an end point detector. Downey et al demonstrated (12] POG

effect for etch end point detection. Moreover POG effect is

a potential technique for monitoring surface contamination

and effectiveness of cleaning process since POG signal

depends on the surface conditions of the target electrode

material. Correlating POG signal with surface analysis, it

may be possible to use POG effect to determine precise

surface composition accurately. POG effect may be adapted to

specific processes by prudent ohoices of laser pulse

energy,wavelensth and polarization.

1.3.2. Analysis of thin fl1DS and surfaces

For layer and surface analyses, the direot

layer-by-layer examination is preferred because of its

simplicity,high sensitivity,good accuracy as well as diverse

information it provides [16]. This method gives very useful

information about the thin film structures, namely for

qualitative analysis of the elements in the layers, for

7



'finding the depth profiles of the

distribution, for evaluation of the

different atoms, for consecutive

measurements and for an examination

peculiarities.

different element

mutual diffusion of

layer thickness

of the interface

POG effect is extremely sensitive to the interface

position and for this reason it may be used for layer

thickness measurements particularly in the cases, where it

is not possible to use the spectral line intensity [17].

More over POG effect can be applied as an analytical method

for layer-by-layer analyses of thin films (16]. This method

is very simple and measurements can be done with apparatus

consisting of standard components. Even for samples with

small area this method is very sensitive and yields better

accuracy.

POG effect can also be used for enhancinl

ionization and dissociation of species with discharge medium

and for testing models of low pressure glow discharges [12].

Details of the POG process is given in chapter II.
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Chapter 11

THEORY OF PHOTOEMISSION OPTOGALVANIC EFFECT

An outline of the photoemission optogalvanic (POG)

effect has been given in the previous chapter. Theoretical

treatment of POG effect is presented in this chapter.

2.1. Electron Emission from Metal Surfaces

Creation of electron beams from metal surfaces are

both in

methods

field

of considerable interest due to their relevance

fundamental and applied fields [1-9]. The principal

employed for this purpose are thermionic emission,

emission and photoemission.

For electrons to be torn away from metal

surfaces they should be loosely bound to it. For the free

electrons. the interior of a metal may be considered as an

equipotential volume, but there is a potential barrier at

the surface. When the electron reaches the surface of the

metal, it collides with the potential energy barrier. At

absolute zero temperature, it is impossible for an electron

to escape from the metal because this requires an amount of

energy equal to potential barrier and the maximum energy

11



possessed by any electron is only Fermi energy. It is

necessary to supply an additional amount of energy egual to

the difference between the potential barrier energy and

Fermi energy in order to make this escape possible. This

difference is known as the workfunction and it is the

minimum amount of energy that must be given to the fastest

moving electron at the absolute zero of temperature in order

for this electron to be able to escape from the metal.

Workfunction or a metal may be interpreted in another way

[10] as, when a negative electron escapes the ~etal surface

it will induce a positive charge on a metal froD which it

escapes. There will then be a force of attraction between

the induced charge and the electron. Unless the electron

possess sufficient energy to carry it out of the region of

influence of this image force of attraction it will be

returned to the metal.

2.1.1.Thermionic Emission

In thermionic emission, thermal energy is supplied

to the electron from the lattice of the heated metal

crystal. The energy distribution of electrons changes

because of the increased temperature. Electrons achieving

energies greater than the potential barrier energy may be

able to escape from the metal. The thermionic current is

given by the Richardson equation

12



(2.1)

where S- area of filament,Ao- a constant,T - temperature,k 

Boltzmann's constant,Ew - workfunction.

2.1.2.Field Emission

Under normal operating conditions, the field

applied between the cathode and the collecting anode is

accelerating rather than retarding, and hence the field aids

the electrons in overcoming the image force at the surface

of the metal. When the accelerating field at the surface of

a cold cathode is very intense it will lower the potential

energy barrier at the surface of the cathode [10] and also

it is reduced in the thickness. For fields of the order of

millions of volts per meter, the barrier may become so thin

that the electron considered as a de-Broglie wave, Day

penetrate or tunnel through the barrier.

2. 1.3. PhotoeDdssion

By the application of light, electron emission from metal

surfaces can be achieved. It was Hertz in 1887 [11] who

first documented observation of photoelectric effect.

Subsequent investigators, principally by J.J.Thomson [12]

13



'and H.Lenard [13-15] identified photoelectric process with

the emission of electrons and established that the velocity

of the emitted electron depend on the frequency of the

light while the intensity was determined by their number.

In 1905 Albert Einstein [16] explained the

photoele·ctric effect in terms of a simple relationship

Eke. In,max = hw - ~ (2.2)

That is, the maximum kinetic energy Ek- of a photoemitted
In

electron is equal to 'quantized package' of light energy

related to the classical frequency w minus the work

necessary to release the electron from the emitter, the

workfunction ~. This relationship contained two fundamental

and novel assumptions viz, the photon or particle nature of

light and the Quantized nature of matter. In the excitation

process it is assumed that the incident photon is absorbed

by a single electron.

The photoelectric effect for metals may be

subdivided into volume photoelectric effect and surface

photoelectric effect [17]. The volume photoelectric effect

is due to the emission of the bound electrons in the solid.

This effect is of little importance near threshold, but

should not be neglected in

14
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photoelectric effect is due to the emission of the 'free'

electrons in the conduction band, while they are interacting

~ith the surface barrier. Kitchell [18,19] developed a model

to explain surface photoelectric effect. He assumed that the

wavelength of the incident monochromatic wave is large

compared to the de-Broglie wavelength of the electrons in

the conduction band. He also assumed that electrons moved in

a Sommerfeld type of potential and the energy distribution

of the electrons was given by Fermi-Dirac statistics.

One of the first explanations of photoemission, based on

phenomenological models of the interaction of light with

electron in a metal was developed by Fowler [20]. This is

one of the first applications of quantum mechanics to solid

state physics. Fowler derived an equation for the specific

photoelectric emission from a metal surface as a function of

the frequency of the incident light and temperature of the

surface. Moreover Fowler has devised an ingenious graphical

method of testing the theory and has shown that it is in

excellent agreement with the best experimental results

available at that time.

Immediately after the publication of the results

of Fowler, Dubridge [21] suggested some modifications to

Fowlers graphical method. By this method it became possible

to determine the true photoelectric threshold of a surface

15



from photocurrent - temperature curves taken at

incidence frequency and Dubridge's modification of

theory found to be more successful.

a single

Fowler's

Works of Lawrence and Linford [10] on the effect of

intense electric fields on the photoelectric properties of

metals gave a greater insight into the phenomena. Shifts of

photoelectric thresholds by strong accelerating fields are

of particular interest for they involve changes of the

workfunction of a surface without alteration of the

important characteristics of the metal. The workfunction

involves more than just the work required to eject an

electron from inside to immediately outside a metal, since

it also includes the work required to remove it entirely

away from the surface. Outside the metal, an electron

experienoes a force of attraction produced by its image

[22]. In some cases ion layers also produce electrostatic

fields near metal surfaces J which oppose or aid the removal

of electrons. Surfaces reduce the ion image fields, thereby

causing the reduction of the workfunction. The lowering of

workfunction appear as a shift of the photoelectric

threshold to the red. Variation of the thermionic emission

with applied fields have been used to estimate surface

electric fields.

Kane [23] proposed a theory of photoelectric

16



emission from semiconductors. In his work he has determined

the photoelectron yield versus energy relation for a number

of possible photoelectric production and escape mechanisms

involving volume and surface states in matter.

Assuming bulk photoemission from a solid, Berglund

and Spicer [24] derived expressions for the quantum yield

and for energy distribution of photoelectrons. The deduced

expressions relate optical transition probabilities, optical

constants, and mean free paths for inelastic s~attering in a

solid to quantities which can be measured in photoemission

experiments.

Understanding of the physics of photoemission process

provides an extremely sensitive method for detailed analysis

of the electronic properties of atoms, molecules, condensed

matter, surface properties etc.[25]. An important aspect of

photoemission is its surface sensitivity, that is features

of the emitted electrons like velocity, density, spectral

features etc. are related to the properties of solid as

defined by the outermost layers of atoms in the emitter.

Hence, photoemission is intrinsically influenced by surface

conditions and external parameters such as photon energy,

angle/region of incidence, applied voltage etc.

17



2.2.Laser induced Pho~oeDdssion from Metal Surfaces

Using high energy density laser beams it is

possible to generate short intense and bright electron beams

[26-30]. The time dependence of electron beams by other

methods is dictated by the temporal characterization of

their pulsed voltage sources. But using lasers with very

high photon fluxes and nano second or pico second pulse rise

times, it is possible to create electron beams of very short

duration [31]. Such electron beams have many applications

like transforming electron beam energy into the radiative

field of a Free Electron Laser, microwave tube) synchrotron

source etc.[6,9,29,32].

2.3.Mul~ipholon Pho~endssion fro. Me~als induced by ultra

short Laser Pulses

Extensive use of lasers in various branches of

experimental physics began in the sixties and has opened up

opportunities to solve a number of fundamental problems.

Among such applications~ many-photon process in solids and

particularly the photoelectric emission is of considerable

interest.

Earlier works [33-36], explained laser

induced emission current from different targets as only due
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to thermal contributions. Conductors, semiconductors, and

insulators were used as solid targets in these studies. It

is observed that for different elements relative intensities

appear to depen~ on the workfunction of the surface and on

the ionization potential of the species in question. But the

work carried out by David Lichtman and Ready (34] has

investigated and shown the possibility of Dultiphoton

induced photoemission. However, they also came to the

conclusion that the emission is due to thermionic emission

and could be described by Richardson equation.

But, Verber and Adelman (35] found it difficult to

explain short signals aroused during laser irradiation

unlike the case when the long signals were confirmed as

thermionic. Adawi (37] and Smith (38] predicted a dependence

of two photon photoelectric current on the direction of

polarization of the beam. The first report of a

photoelectric emission proportional to the square of the

light intensity was that by Teich et al [39]. Farkas et sl

[40] proposed an effective model which made it possible to

study photoelectric emission as a result of the absorption

of three or more photons. The experiments were in good

agreement with the theoretical calculation of the

probability of the many photon photoelectric emission

carried out by Adawi and Smith.
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Measurements of the absolute values of the quantum

efficiency of the two and three photon process also

confirmed the qualitative correctness of the theoretical

calculations [41]. Ready [42] was the first to study

electron emission from metals using a Q-switched Ruby Laser.

He was able to consider the details of the electron process.

There are certain characteristic features which

distinguish photoelectric emission from thermionic emission.

In contrast to the thermionic emission c~rrentJ the

photoemission current is proportional to the nth

the light intensity [43].

power of

J n = (2.3)

~here n is the probability of n
n

photon effect. The

order of the photoelectric effect can be deduced from the

experimental data and compared with theoretical value [44]

n = 1 +
A

(2.4)

where A is work function for emission from a metal. The

agreement between the value of 'n' and that found

experimentally can be regarded as an important evidence in

support of the photoelectric nature of the measured current.
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Since in the phot~electric effect, the emission

of electrons as a result of the incidence of photons on the

cathode is an instantaneous process, the current pulse shows

a delay relative to the laser pulse.

In the Guassian profile of the laser pulse the

duration 'tj ' of the photocurrent pulse is related to the

laser pulse duration 'to'by [44]

t.
J =

-f n
(2.5)

In thermionic emission case the shape of a current pulse

is governed by the time

temperature.

dependence of the target

Thermionic emission current is governed entirely

by the temperature of metal surface, which in turn depends

on the absorbed power. While, photoelectric current is

governed by the electric vector of the incident wave and

thus on the angle of incidence and on the angle of

polarization of light [45-47]. Thus measurements of the

angular and polarization dependence of the emission current

make it possible to distinguish the many photon

photoelectric effect.
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Photoemission from metal

theoretically in two ways; pure

emission and multiple-photoemission

emission.

cathodes is explained

Bultiple-photon photo

combined with thermal

2.3.(a).Mulli-pho~onpho~oeDdssion from metals without heating

Multiple photon photoemission from a metal surface at a

temperature T = 00 K, is considered. The calculations of

pure multiple photon photoemission have been either for the

so called surface photoemission effect or for the volume

photoelectric effect. The initial calculations for the two

photon surface photoemission effect were done by Adawi [37]

and Smith [38]. Calculations of higher order multiple-photon

effects have been given by Bunkin and Federov [47] and by

Silin [48].

A theoretical treatment of two photon volume

photoemissive effect was first given by Bloch (49]. Bloch's

calculation has been criticized by Teich and Wolga [50], who

observed that Bloch failed to account for the following:

(i) the electron escape depth is a function of

electron energy
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(ii) part of the incident light is reflected at the

surface

{iii)the perturbation Hamiltonian in the independent

electron scheme is

H
eA.P

=
me

+ (2.6)

and two photon transition may occur either from the first

term in second order or from the second term in the first

order. Bloch neglected the first term. Teich and Wolga [50]

obtained an explicit relation for the two photon

photoemission current and found that their calculation was

in good agreement with their experimental result.

Logothetis and Hartman [41] used a similar

Dultiquantum volume photoemission model to e~plain their

experiments on gold. As it is deduced for two-photoemission,

two-photon induced current density J 2 is given by

=
2 2ep I ( 1 - R ) ~p.

hv (2a + 1/1 ) (2.7)

e the electron charge,p the electron escape

probability, R - the metal reflectivity, I the incident

power per unit area, h~ - the incident photon energy, a

the absorption coefficient at the laser wavelength, 1
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electron escape depth and ~ - is the two photon absorptionpe

coefficient that results in photoemission transition.

2.3. (b). Multiple-photon photoendssion combined with thermal

emission mechanism

The Generalized Fowler - Dubridge theory

The first successful theory to explain both the

temperature dependence of one-photon photoemissiQn and the

spectral dependence of one-photoemission near the work

function threshold was developed by Fowler [19]. Fowler's

starting point is the assumption that the electron in the

metal obey Fermi-Dirac statistics and are uniformly

distributed in the momentum space. He calculated the

one-photon quantum yield for three different models that

depended on how the photon was absorbed and how the electron

escaped. Thereafter Dubridge [20,51] extended Fowler's

calculations using slightly different assumption for, both

the photon absorption and the electron emission, and he

calculated the one-photon quantum yield as a function of

temperature and one photon energy.

The ideas of Fowler and Dubridge can be extended to more

general electron emission effect. The total electron

emission current is composed of partial current densities
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each of which has a simple interpretation. Thus the total

current can be written as [52,53]

J (r,t) = (2.8)

The quantity J O is interpreted as thermionic emission, J 1

as one-photon photoemission, J 2 as two-photon photoemission

and J as n-photon induced photoemission. The functionaln

form of the partial current density for rr-phot.on

photoemission can be written as

J (r,t)
n = e

(2.9)

e - the electron charge, R - the surface reflectivity, A -

the theoretical Richardson coefficient, hv t he laser

photon energy, ~ the surface work function, k

Boltzmann's constant, I - the the incident laser irradiance,

T - the absolute temperature of the surface and an a

constant. F(x) is the Fowler function.

A comparison of (2.7) and (2.9) shows that
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the constant a 2 can be related to the escape probability p,

the two-photon absorption coefficient

=
2 n m e2 ( 2a ~ 1/1 ) (2hv-

(2.10)

~ r

The constant a2 can also be related to the measured

emitted charge q, if the electron emission is a pure

two-photon effect. In this interpretation a 2 is a completely

empirical parameter and is found by choosing 8 2 such that

the measured charge is equal to the theoretical expression

for the emitted charge,

q = I J{r,t) · ds dt (2.11)

The integration is to be taken over the pulse duration and

the pulse area. The total current density J (r,t) is given

by equation (2.9) if both the space-time dependence of the

incident laser irradiance and the surface temperature are

known. The irradiance usually known from the experimentally

measured laser diagnostics, but the surface temperature as a

function of space and time must be calculated from the heat

conduction equation

2
V T(r,t)

1

k

aT (r,t)

=

26

G (r,t)

K
(2.12)



k - the thermal diffusivity, K - the thermal

and G(r,t) - the net energy generated per unit

unit time within the metal.

2.4. Photoendssion Optogalvanic Spelroscopy

conductivity

volume per

Photoemission Optogalvanic (POG) effect is as explained

earlier the production of optogalvanic signals by injecting

electrons into a discharge via photoelectric ef~ect [54-58].

Because of the pumping of electrons, an avalanche develops

in the discharge,which yields a considerable increase of the

plasma current which constitutes the POG signal.Because the

magnitude of the signal produced by a laser incident on an

electrode is affected by the surface composition, this

method is a useful and appropriate analytical tool. When the

electrode is being etched, changes in surface composition

affect the photoemission yield. Physically, the workfunction

or carrier mobility of the electrode surface changes during

the etch and the photoemission efficiency varies for a given

photon energy and flux. By changing the photon energy and/or

flux, the technique can be tailored to measure plasma

etching end points or surface contamination. Besides this,

the understanding of POG is strongly related to that of rf

and other nonstationary discharges. In some respects the POG

effect is the response of the discharge to an instantaneous
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perturbation and its observation yields directly the

relevant time scales. In addition, the analysis qf the time

dependence of the observed POG signals may give some

information about the secondary-electron -emission

coefficient by ion impact on the cathode.
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Chapter III

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS OF PHOTOEMISSION OPTOGALVANIC TECHNIQUE

Introduction

Photoemission Optogalvanic (POG) technique has been used

to study the fundamental processes occurring in discharge

plasma [1,2,3], surface characterization of target

electrodes [4,5,6), multi photon absorption [7,8,9] etc. In

POG studies the basic principle is the observation of

discharge plasma perturbation occurring due to the injection

of photoelectrons into it. In general, the experimental

aspects for observing POG effect consists of

(i) a stable electrical discharge medium with suitable

target electrode,

(ii) Photoelectric emission from the target electrode using

laser radiation and hence the perturbation of the

discharge,

(iii)detection of the resulting POG signal.

The interaction of the photoelectron ~ith

discharge will produce an impedance change and which can be

measured using appropriate detecting systems.
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3.1. Discharge cell

In POG studies, a discharge cell with two electrodes

filled with a desired gas at an optimum pressure is needed.

One of the electrodes acts .as the target electrode. A stable

de voltage is applied to the electrodes in order to sustain

the discharge. A stable and low noise discharge is required

for efficient measurement of POG signals. The major

difficulties that arise during POG studies are due to the

presence of random discharge noise as a result of

fluctuations in current caused by the variations in gas

pressure and/or applied voltage. The noise can be minimized

by maintainina the gas pressure at a steady level and by

using a highly regulated power supply.

In many POG studies commercially available hollow cathodes

have also been used (4 19]. But in such cases the

applications are limited l because the target electrode and

the discharge gas cannot be changed.

Details of the discharge cell fabricated in our

laboratory is depicted in fig.3.1. It consists of a glass

tube of 1 cm diameter socketed into two metal caps made of

stainless steel. Separation between the ends of the caps is

3cm and they act as electrodes. One end of the cylindrical
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Fig. 3-1.Shematic of the discharge cell.G - glass connector,

T- Target. I - gas inlet,O - gas outlet, P G - pressure gauge.

S - steel caps.
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cap is provided with a glass window while the desired target

is fixed inside the metal cap at the other end of the

discharge tube. Separation between the target and the end of

the electrode is 4.5 cm. Suitable side tubes are also

provided for gas inlet and outlet.

The discharge is excited using a low noise high

voltage power supply (Thorn EM! PH 28 B ). A ballast

resistance of 66 kO is also included in the circuit so as to

limit the current in the circuit. Discharie in the cell was

maintained by using needle and diaphragm valves which are

provided at the inlet and outlet sections of the cell. All

the joints of the cell are vacuum tighted with '0' rings.

The cleaned cell is first evacuated with a vacuum pump and

then flushed by passing the discharge gas. A digital pirani

gauge (Vacuum Technique Model VT DPe 11) [Vacuum

Technique Model VT DPe - 11 Instruction Manual] is used for

monitoring pressure. The inlet and outlet valves are

adjusted to maintain a steady gas flow so that the pressure

inside the cell remains constant. A well regulated high de

voltage is applied through a ballast resistance. The

discharg~ is then run for a long time at a slightly high

current than the actual current at which the experiment is

to be performed so that the presence of impurities in the

cell is minimized. The discharge noise is then monitored and

the pressure of the gas adjusted such that it is a minimum.
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3.2.H1gh Voltage Power Supply

One of the serious problems that limit the

sensitivity in POG experiments is the presence of large

discharge noise due to random fluctuations in the pressure

or current. This can arise as a result of variation in gas

pressure or the applied voltage,presence of impurities etc.

Hence it is essential to maintain the discharge with a

minimum noise using an extremely stable and ripple free

voltage source. The voltage source used is a stable well

regulated power supply having very low ripple factor ( 2 mV

peak to peak ) and the output controllable from 100 V to

2800 V up to a maximum of 5 mA ( Thorn EHI ~H 28 B ) [ Thorn

EH! PH 28 B, High Voltage Power Supply Instruction Manual ].

The unit is provided with a switch controlling the output in

200 V steps from 100 to 2800 V and a five turn potentiometer

for fine voltage control giving a range of 0 to 500V

3. 3. Opt"ieal Exei tation Syst.em : The Ndl YAG Laser

In our experiments an Nd:YAG laser (Quanta Ray OCR - 11)

[Quantay Ray DCR - 11 Md: YAG laser Instruction Manual] was

used. Nd:YAG laser is a four level laser system which has a

distinct advantage over other laser systems. The properties

of Nd:YAG are the most widely studied and best understood of
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all laser media. In normal operating conditions the

wavelength selective optics limit oscillations to 1064 nm.

For a flash lamp pumped laser the pulse duration

will be long, about the same as the flash lamp and its peak

power will be low. A Q - switch is used to shorten the pulse

and raise its peak power. The short pulse of high peak power

is the key to the usefulness of the pulsed Nd:YAG laser. The

present laser used for our studies has a pulse duration of

10 ns and it is used at a repetition rate of 10 Hz.

The high peak power of the Q switched pulses

permit frequency conversion in nonlinear crystals like

potassium dideuteriuB phosphate ( lOP ). 1064 nm Nd:YAG

fundamental interacts with the crystal to produce a

secondary wave 532 nm. Both 1064 and frequency doubled 532

nm were used in the present work.

3.4.Digital Storage Oscilloscope

POG signal amplitude was measured directly from

the storage oscilloscope. The storage oscilloscope used in

the present work was a digital storage oscilloscope of 200

HHz frequency range ( Iwatsu OS 8621,200 KHz ) (Iwatsu Os

8621,200 KHz Instruction Hanual ]. This scope has the

facility for signal averaging and data storing, which can
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also be used to obtain hard copy of signal shapes using

plotter/printer.

3.5.Powe~ Meter

For measuring the laser power/energy during various

experiments the following power meters were used.

(1) Laser Power Energy Meter : CScientech Model 362)

This is a disc calorimeter that employs

calibrated thermopile which generates a voltage proportional

to the heat that is liberated from the absorption of the

input laser flux. Many thermoelectric junctions are arranged

in series and sandwiched between an absorption surface

producing heat which flows through the thermopile. The heat

flow is accurately proportional to the laser beam and

substantially independent of the laser beam spatial

distribution of power. The thermopile output is a linear low

impedance de signal of approximately 0.09 volts/We The

following are the specifications of Scientech 362 a flat

spectral response in the region of 400 nm to 1200 nm,a

continuous range from 0 to 10 watts, a maximum power density

of 47 W/cm2 and a maximum pulse energy of 3.3 J/cm2.
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(ii) Pulsed Energy Monitor I Delta Develop_nts

This on line laser power meter uses a polarization

compensated beam splitter to sample the beam,85 % of which

is transmitted through the exit face. The sampled beam

strikes a retroreflecting diffuser and reaches a photodiode

via a range plate which attenuates the light approximately

for the range of energies being measured. All positions on

the diffuser give equal signals. Different plates can be

used for different eneraies or wavelengths. The spectral

range extends from 200 nm to 1100 nm.A maximum of 300

mJ/pulse can be measured with delta development meter.

3. 8. General Experl.ental Set-up

General scheme of the experimental set-up

(fig.3.2) consists of the measurement of POG effect produced

by the injection of photoelectrons into the discharge. In

the present work all POG studies were carried out using N2
as the discharge gas. Copper, Gold and Platinum were used as

the target electrodes. The current limiting resistance and a

milliammeter were connected in series with the cell and

discharae is maintained by applying a stable de voltage. The

discharge condition is adjusted by varying applied voltage

and a constant pressure is maintained to get a minimum

electrical discharge noise. Pulsed radiations fro. Nd:YAG
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Figure 3.2Schemat.ic of the experiment.al set.-up (SHG - second

harmonic generat.or. F - harmonic separator. R - re~lect.or. as

- beam spli t.t.er. PM - power met.er. 0 - discharge cell. BR 

ballast resist.ance).
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laser, both 1064 na and frequency doubled 532 nm (pulse

width 10 ns and repetition rate 10Hz. ) were used to excite

POG signal from the targets. Signal developed across the

load resistor was fed to the Digital Storage Oscilloscope

throuQh a coupling capacitor (O.l~F). The capacitor blocks

the de voltage and ae siin~l is measured directly froD the

oscilloscope.
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Chapt.er IV

POG STUDI ES WITH COPPER AS TARGET ELECTRODE

Introduct,ion

Photoemission Optogalvanlc (POG) studies with copper as

target electrode is included in this chapter. The

fundamental (1064 nm) and frequency doubled (532 nm)

radiations from Nd:YAG laser have been used in the present

studies to generate POG effect.

Only limited studies on photoelectric emission with copper

had been carried out by earlier workers. Honing et si [1]

observed laser induced emission of electron, ion and ~eutral

atoms from copper. But the emission of electrons and ions

were attributed only to thermal excitation.Berglund et 81

[2] studied photoemission from copper both theoretically and

experimentally. They have shown that measurements of the

spectral distribution of the photoelectric yield and of the

energy distribution of photoemitted electrons at individual

photon energies can be used to study both the optical

excitation and the electron scattering processes in solids.

At first photoelectrons are to be optically excited into

states of higher energYi then they move to the surface of

the solid with or without scattering and get escape to the
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outside of the metal. They also

expressions for the quantum yield

distribution of photoelectrons.

obtained

and for

theoretical

the energy

Tsnana et al [3] studied surface plasmon field

enhanced multiphoton photoelectric emission from copper

metal film. It is observed that electron yield increases by

several orders of magnitude with fairly high quantum

efficiency, when photons are coupled to the surface plasmon

modes. Chen et sl [4] also observed photoemission from

copper films. Srinivasa Rao et a1 (5] analyzed the influence

of electric field associated with the photons in enhancing

photoemission on diamond turned copper with laser beam.Also

they observed that at the optimum incident angle, the

electron yield with p-polarized light was 75 times larger

than that with s-polarized liQht.

In the present·study we use copper target as a source for

generating electron beams for POG effect.

4.1.Two-photon induced pholoemission optogalvanic effec~

with copper as target electrode.

POG studies using copper as

studied under two conditions

electrode as cathode (forward

47
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keeping the target electrode as anode

condition).

(reverse bias

Initially the dependence of discharge plasma current

on applied voltage and discharge gas pressure has been

characterized. For different pressures, the dependence of

discharge plasma current on applied voltage is

noted,(fig.4.1.). The discharge plasma current increases

with the applied voltage. But,above a threshold value of the

gas pressure discharge plasma current diminishes. Fig.4.2.

shows the dependence of discharge plasma current on

pressure. Plasma current increases to a threshold value of

pressure, and then decreases. Around a pressure of 200 ~bar

to 210 ~ bar there is a sharp increase in the discharge

current. At this pressure as the applied voltage is

increased beyond a threshold an abrupt increase in the

plasma current (plasma breakdown) is noted.

Ca) keeping the target electrode as Cathode ( forward biased

condition)

A solid copper target of 2 mm thickness was sandwiched to

one of the caps of the discharge cell.Nitrogen gas was

continuously flown through a needle valve and an optimum

pressure of 180 ~bar was maintained in the discharge cell.

The outlet of the discharge cell was connected to a rotary
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vacuum pump.Discharge was excited using a low noise high

voltage power supply. A negative polarity was given to the

target (forward biased condition) electrode. Frequency

doubled pulsed laser radiations (532 nm) were normally

irradiated on the tarlet electrode.POG signal amplitude was

directly measured from the storage oscilloscope. A typical

POG signal shape (forward biased case) is given in fig.4.3.

The signal shows a FWHH of a few micro seconds which is much

larger than the laser pulse duration ( 10 ns). This

difference occurs because, the POG signal arises due to the

transportation of injected photoelectrons into the

discharge. The propagation of electron avalanche in

disoharge result into POG signal,which sustains longer than

the laser pulse duration. The discharge plasma will be left

with strongly perturbed ion and electron densities, which

afterwards relax into their respective steady states.

The work function of copper is 4.4 eV [6] which is

slightly lower than the two photon energy (4.6 eV) at 532 nm

so that we can expect a two photon induced photoemission

from copper tarQet.

According to generalized Fowler-Dubridge theory [7,8,9]

the total electron density emitted from copper target under

laser irradiation is
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where

J (r,t) =
co
E J(r,t)

n=O
(4.1)

=

2 [ ntlV - t/J
T(r,t) F kT(r,t) ] (4.2)

In this experiment one can expect a two-photon

induced photoemission

signal will be due to

=

so that the contribution to POG

T(r,t)2 F [ 2 tlJ-) - 4>]
kT(r,t) (4.3)

Fro. (4.3) it'is clear that the slope of the log log

plot of POG signal against laser intensity gives the number

of photons taking place in the multiphoton process. It is

two in the present case.

The variation of POG signal as a function of laser

intensity for different discharge voltages ( keeping the

target as cathode ) at 180 ~bar of nitrogen gas pressure is

shown in fig.4.4. The signal stren~th increases with the
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laser intensity as well as with the applied voltage. At

lower laser intensity, the POG signal is almost the same for

different values of applied voltage. But, at higher laser

power, POG signal increases with the applied voltage.

Electric field at metal surfaces reduces the image and ion

fields and thereby cause reduction of the work function

[10], which will result into an enhancement in the POG

signal as observed in the present studies. But, at higher

laser power much larger number of photoelectrons will be

generated such as to surpass the recombination rate and

hence an increase in the POG signal may be expected. In fig

4.5. log - log plot of signal strength against laser power

for three different applied voltages are given. The three

plots are parallel and have a slope of 2, which clearly

confirms the two-photon process takini place in POG effect

here, for different applied voltages.

As we go on increasing the laser intensity,8

threshold intensity was observed above which, a complete

breakdown ( an abrupt enhancement in the discharge current)

of the discharge plasma is observed.At this condition, the

discharge plasma became so turbulent that the discharge

current shoots up to five to ten times the normal discharge

plasma current.Now, the POG signal shape becomes very

different indicating the vigorous processes of

transportation of the perturbed electrons and ions in the
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plasma medium.Figures 4.6. and 4.7. give the trace of the

POG signal shape at the onset of the breakdown. Fig.4.8.

shows a typical POG signal just at discharge breakdown.

After the break down a typical discharge plasma nature is

depicted in fig.4.9.

At breakdown and before breakdown discharge plasma spectra

were recorded and the difference in plasma spectral lines

were analyzed. Figures 4.10. and 4.11. show the plasma

spectra before and after breakdown. The spectra reveal well

resolved bands corresponding to C-X transition of N2

molecule present in the discharge. Before breakdown, the

spectrum shows a few bands of nitrogen molecule, while at

breakdown more number of lines with greater intensity are

seen.The same discharge current at breakdown was also

achieved by increasing the discharge voltage. However the

corresponding spectrum of the plasma (fig.4.12.) differs

with the one recorded at low voltage breakdown

concentration.The (0,1) band is predominant at low voltage

breakdown condition.While (0,3) is predominant at high

voltage ( i.e. without breakdown) condition. The intensity

distribution among the bands are almost same in the absence

of breakdown at low and high voltage cases. However at

breakdown the intensity distribution of the spectrum gets

modified.
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It is observed that, once the breakdown was

initiated the discharge plasma turbulence sustains for a

long time without resuming the original state of the plasma

and the discharge current also remains enhanced.

As the applied voltage is increased the threshold

laser intensity for which break down initiates decreases.

Fig.4.13. shows the dependence of threshold break down laser

intensity on the applied voltage.

The dependence of POG signal on the pressure in

the discharge cell was also looked into. There exists an

optimum pressure below which we get sharp POG signals

(fig.4.3). As the pressure is increased above the optimum

pressure a second peak is found to grow in strenath and

width with a delay of a few micro seconds with respect to

the first peak (figs 4.14,4.15,and 4.16). As the pressure

is increased, the population density of ions and electrons

in the plasma medium will also increase. Hence the triggered

interaction of the bunch of photoelectrons with the plasDa

medium will sustain for· a longer duration through collisions

and secondary electron emissions, leaving more perturbed

ions and electrons.At higher laser intensity the second peak

is found to increase in strength and width due to an

enhancement in the above process.(fig.4.16).As the laser

intensity is further increased ripple like structures are
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observed in the second peak (fig.4.17.). This can be

attributed to the onset of dischar8e oscillations arising

out of the abundance of the perturbed ions and electrons in

the discharge plasma. At this condition an increase in

pressure causes instability in the POG signal (fig.4.18) and

a strong non1inear effect sets in. Similar instabilities

(fig.19.) are observed for higher laser intensities also.

A ringing effect on POG signal (fig.4.20) is

observed in the present studies.A similar ringing effect was

observed by Hitchell et a1 (11] while studying the POG

effect by using steel and Si electrodes.As a result of

photoemission, the ion sheath near the cathode contracts

slightly, because of the increase in the local charge

density increase, as the avalanche developed.As the cathode

sheath contracts, bulk electrons diffuse behind the moving

sheath edge. But near the anode, the plasaa potential first

decreases below the anode potential, to allow excess

negative oharges to escape. This results in a rapid electron

flux to the anode. However, too much charge is extracted and

the plasma potential subsequentally increases above the

initial value to constrain further electron loss. This

overshoot in the plasma may be partially responsible for the

observed ringing.

We have observed that the amplitude of ringing gets
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enhanced on increasing the discharle current (fig.21.). At

higher current, the non linearity in the discharge plasma

causes complex plasma oscillations to set off. Details of

such discharge plasma instabilities are given in chapter

VII.

Cb) keeping the target electrode as anode (reverse biased

condition)

The polarity of biasing of the target electrodes are

reversed from the earlier observations. Except this all

other experimental conditions are kept the same as for the

forward biased condition. Now, the copper target was given a

positive polarity ( reverse biased condition ). In the

absence of discharge plasma, signal was not obtained in the

case of reverse biased condition, contrary to a sharp signal

observed in the "forward bias case (fig.22.). In forward

biased condition as the pulse repetition rate is increased

the signal becomes very prominent and for high laser

intensity the width of the signal increases (fii.4.23.)

showing the thermal contribution in electron emission.

In presence of discharge, electrons in the discharge

plasma will be moved to the target electrode {which is

reverse biased ),while the positive ions will be clouded at
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the opposite electrode,the cathode. The trace of POG signal

in the reverse biased condition is shown in fig.4.24. In the

forward biased condition the signal trace has a prominent

single peak only, while in the reverse biased condition the

trace has three peaks: one almost same as that of the

prominent peak observed in the forward biased condition and

another peaks with higher amplitude with a delay of few

micro seconds adjacent to the prominent peak.However, as the

applied voltage is increased two peaks were observed

{fig.4.25.).A satisfactory model was proposed by Kitchell et

al [12] and Debontride et a1 [13] for forward biased case.

However, in the reverse biased case this model is inadequate

due to the presence of multiple peaks in the signal. Peaks

with larger FWHH and delay indicate that in the reverse

biased case the perturbed ions and electrons left in the

discharge plasma get transported for a longer time and the

perturbation prolongs. In the reverse biased condition, the

presence of space charge effect due to electron clouds in

the vicinity of the target electrode and positive ions

present in the discharge plasma will generate ambipolar

diffusion. The multiple peak structure can be attributed to

the signal due to such ambipolar diffusion.

Fig.4.26.shows the variation of POG signal as a function of

laser intensity at various reverse bias voltages across the

discharge cell. When we change the polarity
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electrodes, the direction of the drift of electrons and

positive ions in the discharge plasma will also change with

respect to the laser beam. Log-log plot of signal strength

versus laser intensity again gives a slope of -2 indicating

that the two-photon process taking place in reverse bias

case also (fig.4.27.). In fig.4.28. dependence of forward

and reverse biased signal strengths on laser intensity is

given. From fig.4.28. it can be observed that in the reverse

biased condition, POG signal shows a saturation at higher

laser intensity. But, within that range of laser

intensitY,no such saturation is observed in the forward

biased case. In lower laser intensity level, initial values

of POG signals are almost the same for both reverse bias and

forward bias voltages. But, at still higher laser power, at

a given discharge voltage, signal strength in the case of

reverse bias is found to be larger than that in the case of

forward bias.Above a certain laser power,signal strength

saturates in the reverse bias, unlike in the forward biased

condition. In this region, the signal strength in the

forward biased case becomes larger than that in the case of

reverse biased condition. But, the point of cross over at

which signal strength in the case of forward bias over that

of reverse bias, gets shifted to lower laser power region at

higher voltages. The observation shows that under reverse

bias case, signal gets saturated due to space charge effect,

while in forward bias case such space charge effect may be
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negligible.

4.2. Study of quanl~ efficiency of POG eftec~ both under

forward biased and reverse biased conditions.

The quantum efficiency (Q) of photoemission is a measure

of the emission of photoelectrons per irradiance of photons.

It is defined as [11]

Q =
Ne

(4.4)

where Ne and Nph are respectively the

photoelectrons ejected out and the number

incident on the target.

It
=

e

number of

of photons

(4.5)

where I is the electron current and t is the current

pulse duration.

=
Laser Pulse Eneray

(4.6)

Fig.4.29. sho~s the variation
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efficiency Q as a function of laser intensity and applied

voltage in the forward biased condition. The quantum

efficiency is comparatively low because of the involvement

of the two photon process which has a much lower probability

in the present case.However, as the laser intensity is

increased enhancement in the value of Q is noticed. This

apparently is an indication of the probable role played by

thermionic electron released by rapid heatinQ of the target

surface by the intense laser pulses. An increase in the

applied voltage also enhances the electron density (due to

collisional ionization ) and thus overall quantum efficiency

in POG effect increases with field. Also enhancement in the

value of Q due to the applied voltage across the cell can be

accounted for, as the dependence of photoelectric effioiency

n on electric field E [11] iiven by

A [ 2hv - t/> -
eE~ ]n = (4.7)
41t&

0

where A depends on the cathode material parameter,~ is the

work function and ~ is the enhancement factor,which is

related to the roughness of the cathode surface.

Fig.4.30. shows the variation of the overall

quantum efficiency Q as a function of laser intensity and

the applied field in the reverse biased condition.For
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forward biased condition ( fig.4.29.) one can see that Q

shows an enhancement with laser intensity and applied

voltage and a tendency of saturation at higher laser

intensity,whereas in the reverse biased condition Q tends to

decrease above an optimum laser power. This decrease in Q

may be attributed to the s~turation of POG signal in the

reverse biased case.Above the -saturation level, N does note

increase eventhough Np h increases,resulting into a drop in

the value of Q. The existence of this optimum laser

intensity is more predominant at higher discharge

voltage.Occurrence of saturation effect makes it possible to

write an empirical relationship between signal strength (5)

and laser intensity (I) in the reverse bias as

s =
1 + 1/1 s

(4.8)

where Isis the saturation laser intensity.

At lower laser intensity 1< I ,one can approximate S ass

where a/Is = b.

s = (4.9)

In general a and b coefficients depend on the discharge

voltage.The second term in equation (4.9) causes saturation
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effect in the POG signals in the reverse bias case as

observed in fig.4.6.

The plot of Q versus laser intensity for

various voltages show a quadratic behavior. From equation

(4.8) and (4.9) one can write

Q = K I - It 12
1 2 (4.10)

Above equation describes the dependence of Q on I

empirically, indicating that the quantum efficiency in the

reverse bias case is a non linear function of laser

intensity. The presence of space charge effect which opposes

the generation of secondary electrons lead to this

nonlinearity. Equation (4.10) shows that Q will have an

optimull value

=

K 2
1

4K 2
2

(4.11)

with the corresponding laser intensity ( critical )

I c = (4.12)

Equation (4.11) and (4.12) show that the heishts of the
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humps in fig.4.8. depend on discharge voltages implicitly

4.3. POG effect wi~h copper ~arge~ electrode using 1064 n.

pulsed laser radiat,ion.

Irradiation of the target with 1064 nm radiation also

gives POG signals. In 1064 nil radiation induced

photoemission also we observe an enhancement in POG signal

with laser intensity and discharge voltage as shown in

fig.4.31. Here, we expect a four photon process, similar to

the two photon induced POG signal from copper using 532 nm

radiation, since the energy corresponding to 1064 nm

radiation is only 1.16 eVe

According to the generalized Fowler-Dubridie theory, the

component

=

(4.13)

has to contribute the photoemission current and obviously,

the log-log plot of signal strength versus laser intensity

should give a slope of 4. But,the log-log plot of signal

strength versus laser intensity gives a slope of ~2 only
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(fi,.4.32.). That is we observe a near quadratic dependence

of signal strength as

s = (4.14)

That is the photoemission from copper using 1064 nm

radiation is also mostly due to two photon process similar

to the observation with 532 nm.

Yen et a1 [12] showed that the current density for an

n-photon photoemission can be written as

= (4.15)

where R is the reflectivity, Iois the incident laser

intensity and K is a constant.When infrared radiations are

used as pump beam, thermally assisted photoemission process

is also possible.

The mismatch of workfunction and photon energy using 1064

nm laser radiation implies that the resulting process is a

thermally assisted two-photon POG effect. Thermionic process

due to heating of sample by laser pulse does indeed cause

electron emission from the target complimenting the

Bultiphoton excitation eventually constituting the POG

signal [13]. Heating of the tariet by intense laser pulses
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Fig.4. 33. Schemat ic representat ion of (a) two pho t on emission

with 532 fill r ad iat ion and (b) thermally assisted mu1t iphoton .

eaiss ion with 1064 nm laser rad iat ion.
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produce electrons with energies above the Fermi level,so

that emission from the tail of Fermi distribution can take

place (fig.4.33.), with the absorption of fewer than four

photons. This masks the fine details of the photoelectric

effect. Thermionic current is entirely governed by the

temperature of the cathode.surface, which depends on the

absorbed laser power. Heating of the copper cathode surface

disturbs the equilibrium between electron and the lattice

and this should effect strongly the thermionic emission

because of the low specific heat of the degenerate electron

gas. The laser power dependence of POG effect therefore

deviates from a simple power law.
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Chapt,er V

POG STUDIES WITH GOLD AND PLATI NUM AS

TARGET ELECTRODES IN NITROGEN DISCHARGE

Int.r-oduct.Lon

POG studies of gold and platinum as target electrodes are

included in this chapter. The fundamental (1064 nm) and frequency

doubled (532 nm) radiations from Nd:YAG laser have been used to

generate POG effect in our observations.

Some studies of photoelectric emission from gold target

electrode had been carried out by earlier workers But such

studies of platinum is available very little in literature.

Metals of good electric and thermal conductivity could be

promising high current photoelectron sources and hence to

investigate POG p~enomena, gold and platinum were chosen as

target electrodes in our studies.

5,2. POG Studies wit.h gold as target. electrode

The very same experimental set-up as described in the

previous chapter used for POG studies with copper was used for
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~old target also. Pure thin gold foil of thickness 0.5 .m was

iandwiched to inside of one of the discharge cell caps. Nitrogen

~as is fed through a needle valve and a pressure of 180 ~ bar was

naintained in the discharge cell. Nitrogen was continuously flown

through the cell using a rotary vacuum pump. Gold has

aworkfunction of 4.68 eV [1]. Hence when 1064 nm radiations are

irradiated a five photon photoemission and with 532 nm radiations

a three photon photoemission can be expected in the case of gold.

Logothetis et. al. (2] observed a three photon induced

photoemission from gold film using radiations from a Q-switched

Ruby laser. But for higher intensities the photoemission signal

was found to depend strongly on laser intensity and it was

explained as due to thermionic emission resulting from heating of

metal surface. Also they observed a two photon absorption with

frequency doubled Ruby laser.

Farkas et. al. [3] observed mutiphoton induced photoemission

from gold surface. They suggested that at relatively low

intensities. thermal electron current is comparatively high, but

at high enough intensity range multiphoton photoelectron current

is much higher than the thermionic one giving pure photoelectron

emission.

Charalambidis et al. [4]

electron current from gold

generated small

target using KrF

92

divergent

laser.

high

They
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rained a threshold laser intensity below which the single

,on photoemission dominates on any laser induced thermionic

:sion process. The 4.68 eV workfunction of gold is smaller

I the 5 eV photon energy of KrF laser, but they observed a

~ar photoelectric effect only up to a certain level of laser

~nsity and above that the slope is found to increase. Lompre

al. [5] observed a five photon induced photoelectric emission

D gold using 30 p sec Nd:YAG laser.

In the present study both 532 nm and 1064 nm pulsed laser

iations were used in the POG observations. Fig. 5.1 shows the

endence of POG signal amplitude on laser intensity. As laser

ensity is increased above a certain value, for all applied

tages across the discharge cell,the signal amplitude is found

shoots up sharply. With 532 nm laser pulses one can expect a

ee photon induced photoemission from gold. The log-log plot of

g. 5.2) POG signal amplitude against laser intensity shows a

pe of nearly 2 up to a threshold laser intensity and after

.t the slope increases to nearly 5 for all applied voltages

icating the number of photons taking part in the photoemission

Icess.With the applied voltage also the POG signal amplitude

reases.

Many workers observed similar phenomena described above with

ferent target electrodes in the absence of discharge. For

mpIe Teich et. al.(8] with Na as target electrode using GaAs
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laser observed a linear dependence for lower laser intensities

and a two photon induced photoemission after a threshold laser

intensity. This is the first reported work on multiphoton

photoemission. Ma has a workfunction of 1.95 eV and GaAs laser

r~iation has a photon energy of 1.48 eV and consequently a two

photon induced photoelectron emissi·on was expected even at lower

laser intensities. Teich et. al. explained this as a result of

photoelectric emission from the tail of the Fermi level for lower

laser intensities and at higher laser intensity level pure

double Quantum photoeBission occurs. Charalambidis et. al. (4]

also observed an increase in slope at a higher laser intensity

using KrF laser. They observed a linear dependence up to a

certain level of laser intensity and after that an enhancement in

electron current is observed. This is also attributed to the

thermionic contribution at higher intensities. Yen et. al. (7]

also observed an increase in the slope rather than a decrease at

higher laser intensities. But a proper reason for this phenomena

was not given in this work.

The observed increase in the slope at higher laser

intensities (fig.5.2) cannot be attributed to thermal

contributions at higher laser intensities. If at all there is

thermal contribution, the slope has to decrease as emission from

~ extended Fermi tail can take place due to heating of the

target electrode and hence a decrease in slope is to be observed.
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In our observation the emission of electrons ~ith the

absorption of less number of photons at lower intensity can be

due to the reduction of the image potential by the presence of

discharge plasma and hence the larger number of charged

particles. So instead of observing three photon process, two

photon induced photoelectron emission can take place. But at

sufficiently higher laser intensity nonlinear phenomena like

second harmonic generation [8-11] in the direction of the laser

penetration may take place so as to enhance the value of slope to

five as observed.

In the reverse bias case also a similar observation was made

(fig. 5.3) though with comparatively lesser POG signal amplitude.

Fig. 5.4 shows the log-log plot of POG signal strength verses

laser intensity in the reverse biased case. Here also the slope

is nearly 2 up to a particular laser intensity and after that the

slope increases steeply .and reaches nearly 5.

The quantum efficiency [12] of gold for 532 nD laser pulse

irradiation is calculated both for forward and reverse biased

conditions. The dependence of Quantum efficiency on laser

intensity is shown in figures 5.5. and 5.6. for reverse and

forward biased conditions. In both cases the quantum efficiency

considerably increases above a threshold laser intensity. No

saturation as observed in the case of copper is seen in the case

of gold. i.e. for high laser intensities greater photo electron
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'rent can be generated from gold.

When 1064 nm radiations were used, similar results as that

3n 532 nm radiations used were obtained. Fig. 5.7. shows the

pendence of POG signal amplitude on laser intensity using 1064

laser radiations. Fig 5.8. show~ the log-log plot of signal

,plitude against laser intensity indicating the number of

lotons taking place in POG process. With 1064 nm laser

ldiations (photon energy - 1.16 eV) one can expect a five photon

lduced photoemission. But due to heating of the target with

lfrared radiations emission from the tail of the Fermi level can

lke place [13] giving a same result as that with 532 nm laser

adiations.

1.2.POG studies wi~h platinum as target Rlectrode.

0.6 mm was

the discharge

carried out in

Instead of gold, a platinum foil of thickness

sandwiched in the inside of one of the caps of

cell. In the present case also POG studies were

nitrogen discharge.

Platinum is a very good conductor with a workfunction of 5.32

eV [14]. In the present studies platinum showed almost the same

observation as that with gold as tariet electrode.
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Only few photoemission studies had been carried

with platinum. J.F. Ready [15] had observed photoemission

plat inun using a spinning prism Q-swi tched Ruby laser.

out

froll

With frequency doubled 532 nm (photon energy - 2.32 eV) one

cw expect a three photon induced photoemission and using the

Nd:YAG fundamental, 1064 nm (photon energy 1.16 eV) one can

expect a five photon induced photoemission from platinum

electrode.

The same phenomena shown by gold as described in the earlier

section is found to be repeated in the case of platinum also. The

dependence of POG signal amplitude on laser intensity for 532 nm

laser pulses are shown in fig 5.9. for different applied

discharge voltages. As the laser intensity increases POG signal

amplitude also increases, but after a threshold of laser intensity

the POG signal strength sharply shoots up and reaches several

tens of volts. Compared -to the POG signal with gold as target

electrode the POG signal strength for platinum is relatively

high. The log log plot of signal amplitude versus laser

intensity ( fig.5.10.) gives a slope of nearly 2 up to a level of

laser intensity and above that the slope goes beyond 5. With the

applied voltage also there is an increase in POG signal

amplitude. For photoelectric emission studies such a phenomena

was observed by many [4,6,7], as mentioned earlier.
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The probable explanation that can be given as described in

the observation with gold is that the presence of ions and

electrons in the discharge plasma may lower the image potential

and thereby reducing the effective workfunction of platinum and

hence the observation of a slope of nearly 2 in the lower range

of laser intensity. As the laser intensity increases there can be

second harmonic generation [8-11) in the direction of propagation

of the laser pulses and a hence a higher number of photons were

absorbed for electron emission.

For reverse bias case the POG signal amplitude is

comparatively low (fig.S.ll), but log - log plot (fig.5.l2) of

POG signal amplitude with laser intensity gives almost a same

measurement of the number of photons taking place in the POG

process as in the forward bias case.

With 1064 nm,the fundamental emission from Nd:YAG

laser, also showed almost the same POG observation as with 532 nm

laser pulses. Fig 5.13. shows the dependence of POG signal

amplitude on laser intensity with 1064 nm laser pulses for

different applied voltages. With the applied voltage as well as

with the laser intensity POG signal amplitude increases. But

after a threshold of laser intensity the POG signal amplitude

sharply grows. The log - log plot of POG signal amplitude versus

laser intensity is given in fig.5.14. For the lower range,below

the threshold laser intensity, the plots have a slope of nearly 2
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and above the threshold the slope is nearly 5) same as that for

532 nm laser pulses. With 1064 nm (photon energy of - 1.16 eV ),

one can expect a five photon induced photoemission froD platinum.

The present observation can be due to the heating of the target

electrode by infrared laser pulses and electron emission from the

tail of the Fermi level can take place (13].

The dependence of POG signal amplitude on discharge voltage

has also been noted with platinum. The observation has been made

for forward biased and reverse biased conditions with 532 nm and

1064 nm laser pulses (figs.5.1S.-5.i8.). In all cases a linear

dependence is observed. However in the forward biased condition

POG signal amplitude is relatively high to the POG signal in

reverse biased condition for both 532 nm and 1064 nm. Which

indicates the nonavailability of larger number of photoelectrons

for transportation in the discharge plasma due to capturing of

them by the target electrode in the reverse biased condition.

The dependence of Quantum efficiency [12] of platinum on

laser intensity is shown in figures 5.19. and 5.20. for forward

biased and reverse biased cases. For both cases an increase in

quantum efficiency is observed with laser intensity. In both

cases the quantum efficiency is relatively higher than that for

gold.
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PART 1I

STUDIES ON DISCHARGE INSTABILITIES



Chapter VI

CHAOTI C BEHAVIOUR OF GASEOUS Dl SCHARGE

Inlroduct.ion

The previous chapter of the thesis described the perturbation

of discharge plasma due to injected electrons through

photoemission from one of the electrodes. While carrying out the

studies, it was observed that the discharge plasma shows

instabilities under certain discharge conditions. It was decided

to investigate such instabilities in detail using certain

nonlinear signal processing technique. Such studies will give us

deeper understanding on the nonlinearities involved in the plasma

dynamics. The present and next chapter of the thesis deals with

some of the studies carried out in this direction.

Phenomena which have no clear relation between cause and

effect are said to possess random element. Randomness is

fundamental so that gathering more information does not reduce

randomness. Randomness generated in this way has come to be

called chaos [1]. Which can be thought of as order ~ithout

periodicity. A chaotic system has a very sensitive dependence on

initial conditions. Chaos emerges from the theory of dynamical

systems. A dynamical system consists of two parts; (i) the Dotion
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of a state (the essential information about a system) and (ii) a

dynamic state (rule that describes how the state evolves with

time.

Experimental study of chaos has at least a two fold mission,

to verify the theoretical understanding gained from model studies

and bring about new physics by challenging the existing theory

with unexpected findings.

6.1. Instabilities in discharge plasma

The phenomena of order and chaos occurring in nonlinear

dissipative systems have been the subject of intense research in

recent years [2]. This provides a better understanding of many

physical systems. This has totally changed the way of analyzing

the dynamics of a number of interesting fields like optics (3],

hydrodynamic flo~ systems [4], optical bistability [5],

electrical circuits [6] etc. These studies have demonstrated

transition from order to chaos through various routes to chaos.

Discharge plasma is a typical nonlinear dynamical system with

a large number of degrees of freedom, and it is an interesting

medium to test the universal characteristics of chaos. Much of

the interest in gaseous discharges and plasma derive from their
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to moving

of moving

way [8].

otential applications in the development of laser devices.

ontrolled fusion etc., where the problems of instabilities and

urbulence are very important. The study of chaotic behaviour in

as discharges also enables one to understand the reproducibility

f the plasma conditions in laboratory plasma experiments, and

heir sensitive dependence on initial conditions.

Hoving striations in gas discharges and electrical

scillations [7] have been detected in discharge plasmas under

arious experimental conditions. Even though this oscillatory

henomena in de discharges have a long history, no quantitative

r even a unique qualitative explanation has been given [8].

hough an exact description of the mechanism responsible for -the

ppearance of oscillatory behaviour still lacking, it is expected

hat the chaotic behavior is generated from macroscopic

roperties of the discharge. These oscillatory behaviour of the

ischarge is a kind of self generated oscillation because the

lasma system is not driven by any external periodic forces. The

undamental frequency of ·self oscillation varies with the change

n the control parameters like discharge current and there is no

efined frequency of oscillation in these undriven chaotic

ystems.

The voltage oscillations are closely related

triations in which the voltage and intensity

triations are always erratic and regular in the same
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fhis shows that these two types of oscillations are different

lanifestations of same phenomenon which are entirely due to

atomic process taking place in the discharge. The oscillations

can be observed by monitoring the voltage, current or light

emitted from the plasma. The characteristics of oscillations

depend on the nature of the gas, the total pressure, cell

geometry, nature of electrodes, the external circuit parameters

etc. The discharge voltage and intensity of plasma emission

behaviour in an electrical discharge show striations, periodic or

chaotic behavior depending on the discharge current. Reports on

such nonlinear effects leading to chaotic dynamics in laser

systems [9,10], moving striations in positive column discharge

(11], self sustained oscillations in the hollow cathode

discharges using optogalvanic effect [12] etc. are available in

discharge. Many experimental results on various universal routes

to chaos such as period doubling (13], quasiperiodic routes (14],

intermittency [15] etc. in steady state plasma have also been

reported.

6.2. Oscillations in a de discharge

Cheung et. al. (13] described a qualitative representation of

oscillatory phenomenon in de discharge. When an anode is biased

positively with respect to the cathode, energetic electrons are

ejected from the cathode. The electrons periodically ionize the

background neutral gas and create a plasma between the
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electrodes. The generation of primary electrons from the cathode

and the production of plasma are strongly coupled. The primary

electrons ionize the gas and sustain the plasma while the plasma

reduces to negative spacecharge and facilitates electron

emission. By varying the plasma discharge parameters one can

control this coupling or the feedback process and the resulting

plasma dynamics can be made unstable. This occurs when the plasma

potential is negative with respect to the anode where the

potential is unstable and current oscillations occur.

The rate of plasma formation (determined by the rate of

neutral ionisations by primary electrons and the plasma decay

time) can be written as

dt
= n R <Cl V >p n p (6.1)

llhere no and N
n

are 'the density of the plasma electrons and

the neutral atoms respectively. np and Vp are the density and

velocity of the primary electrons, sigma is the ionisation cross

section and T is the plasma decay time. Once a discharge is

initiated the primary electron flux Jp =np Vp increases rapidly

and the entire voltage is confined in a narrow potential sheath

that exists between the plasma and the electrodes. The width of

the sheath structure is typically of the order of tens of Debye

length AD. In the steady state pri.ary electron flux
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and the efficiency of primary electrons depends on how fast

plasma ions can drift to form a potential sheath. An approximate

rate equation for the primary electron emission

dt
= a n

p
(udl L r ) (6.2)

where a is constant, u
d

is the ion drift speed and L' is the

effective plasma radius. The above equation along with the

angular discharge repetition frequency were well studied and have

been shown to display chaotic behavior [12]. To maintain a stable

sheath, the plasma ions have to enter the sheath from the plasma

side with a minimum of drift speed ud
> the ion acoustic

speed. The ratio of the ion flux to primary electron flux is
_ 1/2

J./ Jp - (m / n ) where m / m. is the electron to ion mass
\. • \ • a.

ratio. The maximum ion flux generated through ionisation is

approximately given by

L'

lm (6.3)

where 1 is the mean free path. This ion flux must be large
m

electrons and sustained sheath. As a result if L'/lm ~

enough to neutralize the negative space charge due to prillary

1/2
(D /m. ),

• l.

both the discharge current and the sheath are destabilised. The

destabilising process develops through the accumulation of
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negative space charge and the depression of the plasma potential

to negative values forming a virtual cathode in the plasma. As a

result. the effective energy of a primary electron is no longer a

constant, but depends on the spatial and temporal evolution of

the plasma potential. This in turn affect the mean free path 1
m

and the particle flux Ji/Jp . In this unstable state inherent shot

to shot noise fluctuations of 6 In ~ 0.1 % , which make only a
n

negligible change in the initial discharge condition, cause a

considerable change in the plasma and lead to chaotic behaviour

6.3. Charac~eriza~ionof chaos

The dynamics of a system will reflect on the time dependence

of certain easily measurable quantities. The temporal development

of such quantities is known as the time series. Time series

analysis can give greater insight into the dynamics of the

system. Similar analyses have been carried out in different

systems involving nonlinearities. In the following section we

describe some of the methods used in time series analysis so as

to study the dynamics of a nonlinear system.

6.4.Fast Fourier Transform CFFT)

FFT is an algorithm to compute discrete .Fourier transform
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from time series, and is one of the first techniques usually

employed in the identification of deterministic chaos. Discrete

Fourier transform is one of the usual methods used to determine

the kind of evolution produced by a dynamical system by studying

a time dependent signal {X{t)},the time series. This will help us

to find out various frequencies present in the system under

consideration and enable to identify the general nature of the

system. Deterministic chaos has a Fourier spectrum (fig.S.l)

where a few dominant frequencies are superimposed on a broad band

noise floor. FFT technique is useful when the number of data (n)

is large with small ~t. The importance of FFT increases as the

number of data increases (4].

FFT is usually valid only for linear systems. Any

Fourier decomposition of a given dynaBical process would imply

the existence of a fundamental frequency, and other frequencies

could be commensurate to this fundamental frequency. But a

or more incommensurate

and this will not be

nonlinear process can arise from two

fundamental frequencies in the system,

revealed by a Fourier decomposition.

analysis is to be adopted.

6.5.Nonlinear analysis

Hence some non linear

Dissipative dynamical systems are characterized by the

attraction of all trajectories passing through certain domain of
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phase-space towards a geometrical object called attractor (16].

There are four types of attractors. The simplest among them

is the point attractor. It describes a solution which is

independent of time - i.e. a steady state. This is essentially a

fixed point in the phase-space.

The limit cycle is the second type of attractor, and is

basically characterized by its amplitude and period .. Its Fourier

spectrum contains only a single fundamental frequency and

possibly a certain number of harmonics. The solution to the flow

can always be expressed as a Fourier series and if the state of

the system is kno~ at a given time, one can predict its state at

all later times.

A third type of attractor is the torus, Tr
(r

corresponds to a quasiperiodic regime with r

fundamental frequencies. Here also the Fourier

composed of a set of lines, whose frequencies

combination of fundamental frequencies.

~ 2) which

independent

spectrum is

are a linear

The attractor of a system exhibiting chaos are quite

different. They are called strange attractors [17]. To understand

the strange behaviour of such attractors, it is necessary to

discuss some of the general features exhibited by almost all

chaotic systems [18].
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The strange attractors have the following properties:

(i) phase trajectories are attracted towards it

(ii) pairs of neighbouring trajectories diverge on it

(i1i) trajectories are sensitive to initial conditions

(iv) its dimension D is a noninteger (i.e.fractal)

Precisely we have two types of systems namely regular systems

characterized by simple attractors (equilibrium point~ limit

cycle or torus) with integer dimension and chaotic systems

characterized by strange attractors which have non integer

dimension. To classify them Fourier analysis is not an adeQuate

technique as the method does not distinguish between chaos

involving small number of degrees of freedom and white noise.

A quantitative characterization can be done using certain

characteristics of attractors in phase-space. Two of such

significant properties of chaotic systems are correlation

dimension, (related to the Hausdorff dimension) of the attractor

and Kolmogorov entropy.

6.6. Correla~ion dimension D
2

Trajectories of certain dissipative dynamical systems exhibiting

ohaotic behaviour shrinks towards an attractor whose dimension is

less than the dimension of phase-space and is strange in
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character [19,20]. Strange attractors can be characterized by

their characteristic dimensions. Some of the important dimensions

which are commonly used to describe nonlinear systems are fractal

dimension, information dimension and correlation dimension.

It is seen that fractal dimension (Do) is difficult to

evaluate for higher dimensional systems. Evaluation of

correlation dimension (D) is
2

Ilore accurate for higher

dimensional systems with as sllall as five hundred data points

[21].

Correlation dimension is a probabilistic type of dimension.

It can be calculated in terms of correlation integral.

N -2 ere ...
- ijl]C

d
( & ) = Lt L N - IX i

(6.4)
N ... ex> i. , i = 1 I:

& d
J d

..
= &'C{&' )

0

where 9(x) is the Heaviside function and C
d

( &) is the

standard correlation function in d dimensional space. 9(x) = 0

for x S 0 and unity for x ) O. N-2 is a normalization factor and

x.]
J

represents the Eucledian norm of (x. -
1.

X.) .
J

Above

equation gives the number of vector difference which are less

than &. This also can be considered as the number of vector tips

which lie in a hyperbox whose volume is &d in the phase space and
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this sense we can interpret the above equation as· a

~obability ~easure. The C
d

( &) behaves as a power of & for small

[21].

C
d

( & )
D2 (6.5')&

D
2 = Lt In C

d
( & ) (6.6)

d + Q) In &
~ + 0

is a significant quantity to characterize strangeness of the

.tr ae t or .

7.Generalized en~ropy

~olmogorov entropy (K) provides a quantitative measure to

,assify regular and chaotic systems, and is defined to be the

:an rate of creation of information [22]. K quantifies how

laotic the system is or it will help us to study the information

ow in the system using isentropic curves. To evaluate K,

Insider a dynamical system with F degrees of freedom. Suppose

tat the F dimensional space is partitioned into boxes of size &F

+
d there is an attractor in the phase-space. The trajectory X{t)

assumed to be in the basin of the attraction. The state of the

stem is now measured at intervals of time T. Let P{i~,i21

+ +
.... i

d
) be the joint probability that X (t = T) is in box it' X

+
= 2T) is in box i z ' and X (t =dT) is in id' the Kolmogorov
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entropy K is then

K = Lt Lt Lt
&+0 T+O d+m

1

(6.7)

K is a nonzero constant for a chaotic system.

6.8. Kolmogorov second ent,ropy CK )
2

Grassberger and Procaccia [23] defined a new quantity, viz,

Kolmogorov second entropy K2 J which can be extracted easily from

an experimental signal. K
2

is an invariant measure of the system

and

K
2
~ 0

K
2

:5 K

K
2

is infinite for random system

K ;J! 0 for chaotic system and
2

K
2

= 0 for ordered system.

For typical cases K
2

is close to K. K
2

is the member of the set

of generalized entropy which is defined as

K = - Lt Lt Lt
q & .. 0 T .. 0 d .. 00

(6.8)

Q can take any real value between -00 to +00 and P (ije .. i
d

) is
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the joint probability that the trajectory visit the boxes is to

id,The first order entropy K
1

= qL~~ Kq is the metric entropy

which is a measure of the internal information production of the

system during its temporal evolution. On putting pq = P exp (q

1) in P in equation (6.8.), we obtain

1K= T·t Lt. Lt, -- . I: · P{ i. ' .. id) In P( i .. · · id)
1 &~ 0 T -+0 d +00 T 1. fa' • 1..& A

(6.9)

K = K, the Kolmogorov entropy, K can be defined in terms of
t q

correlation integral as (24]

(6.10)

1 2 gives the lower bound for the Kolmogorov entropy. It can

be defined in terms of correlation integral as in the case of °
2

,

Kz is singled out from Kq due to its ease of calculation from a

time series,

From equation (6.8.) for q = 2 and for any value of d and let

& be fixed. The equation for C2 [23]
d

(S.ll)

where P. is the probability to visit the i
t h box and sum i

\.
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runs over all the boxes in phase-space which contain a piece of

attractor. This quantity c:{e) can be easily calculated from a

given time series. But Cd(e) scales like C(e) - e
D2 hence

Then

exp (-d T K )
2

(6.12)

(6.13)

= Lt 1--
T

Cd{&)
In ( CdH.(e) )

If we plot log C
d

{ £ ) versus log & we will get a series of

lines with a linear part of slope 02 d and which are separated,
from each other by a factor of exp (- dT Kz d)' then the

J

second Kolmogorov entropy K
2

is

(6.15)

6.9. Lyapunov exponents

Lyapunov exponent is a measure of sensitivity to initial

conditions [10]. Lyapurlov exponent of given trajectory

characterize the mean exponential rate of divergence of

trajectories surrounding it. A positive Lyapunov exponent may be



.aken as a definition of chaos, where as a negative or zero

,yapunov exponent is a signature of quasiperiodicity. A system of

limension greater than one has a spectrum of Lyapunov exponents,

)ne for each dimension. If one of these Lyapunov exponent is

~ositiveJ the system is chaotic. But for quasiperiodic motion all

the Lyapunov exponents are negativ~ or zero.

To compute Lyapunov exponent for a general one dimensional

napping X 1 = f(X ) on an interval of real time, we must know an+ n

small change in the initial seed Xo affects X
n

since

A small change in Xo by &0 results in change in X
n

by

From chain rule of derivatives we have

(8.18)

arid tn general

n - 1

=. n
J = 0

rr x )
J

(6.17)

That is from (6.16)

n - j

n= 0
f(X.)

J
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n
... 0

(6.1S)

1= n

The limit

n - 1.

.i ~ 0 log If(Xjl

log If(X.) I
J

(6.19)

defines the Lyapunov characteristic exponent of the map. From

(6.17) if X) 0 we have exponential sensitivity to initial

oonditions, that is chaos. If X ~ 0 the iterates of the map are

not very sensitive to the value of 1
0

, and we have a regular

(orderly) behaviour. A computation of the Lyapunov characteristic

exponent therefore tells us whether we have chaotic or regular

behaviour.
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Chapter VII

CHARACTERIZATION OF DISCHARGE INSTABILITIES

Inlroduction

The investigation of nonlinear physical system exhibiting

deterministically chaotic behaviour is attracting much attention.

One of the interesting nonlinear systems in the context of

experimental investigations is gaseous plasmas. The interest in

gaseous plasmas derives from their practical applications

(e.g.,as medium for lasers), their potential applications (e.g.,

controlled fusion), or the study of their intrinsic properties,

ranging from complex plasma structures up to complicated wave

propagation phenomena. Discharge plasma possess a large number of

degrees of freedom and is an interesting medium to test some of

the universal characteristics of chaos. One of the methods to

study the dynamics of nonlinear systems is by time series

analysis of any measurable quantity relevant to the system. For

example, in the case of discharge plasma one can monitor the

discharge current to get a time series.

We have designed a discharge cell (multi electrode)to study

the angular distribution of photoelectrons and hence to study the

spatial variation of POG signals as they swarm through discharge



edium. In our observations. as we have changed the discharge

urrent for different electrodes, different series of discharge

nstabilities were seen, with different frequencies. Details of

,he experimental set-up are given in the following section.

7.1.Experimental set-up

The schematic of the discharge cell fabricated and the

experimental set-up are given in fig.7.1. The cell is a spherical

glass tube provided with gas inlet and outlet ports. Desired gas

(in the present case nitrogen) can be fed through a needle valve

and the cell is operated as a continuous flow discharge cell by

connecting the outlet to a rotary vacuum pump. Apart from the

specifications for the discharge cell all other set-up for the

experiment are the same as that used for POG studies described in

chapter 111.

To extract the relevant time series from the discharge current

was monitored using the digital storage oscilloscope interfaced

to a computer through its RS 232 port. Data were stored in the

oscilloscope and digitized data was directly fed to the computer

and saved. The digitisation of the data was carried out at

suitable time interval. Fig.7.2. show some of the typical time

series obtained from the present studies.
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Fig.7.2 Some of the typical time series of the discharge

instabilities observed.
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7.2.FFT and phase plot

Discrete Fourier transform is one of the usual methods used

to determine the kind of evolution produced by a dynamical system

by studying a time dependent signal {X(t)}, the time series. This

will help us to find out various frequencies present in the

system under consideration and enable to identify the general

nature of the system. FFT is an algorithm to compute discrete

Fourier transform from time series. The computed Fourier spectra

of a typical time series (fig.7.2e)is given in fig.7.3.Their

phase plot is also given in Figures 7.4.

7.3.Evaluation of D2 and K2 from time series - GP algorit.hm

Grassberger-Procaccia algorithm [1,2] is an efficient method

to evaluate 02 and K2 from an experimental data obtained as a

time series

~

X

~

where X(t
i

) is the voltage or temperature or density

distribution or any fluctuation measured at the instant't.' .
1

We

usually take the time interval between two consecutive readings

at constant time intervals T, and this series is rearranged in

the following matrix form:
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Fig.7.4 Phase plot of the time series 7.2e
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X(t) X(t+r)

X(t+T'j X(t+2T)

X(t+d-iT) X(t+dT)

X(t + 1ft - iT)

X(t+lt1T )

(7.1)

X( t+rn+d-2T)

This forms a matrix of 'm' columns and 'd' rows and is called

a delayed matrix [3]. The matrix (7.1) can be considered as 'm'

vectors ( columns ) defined in a cl-dimensional phase-space and m

~ d.The matrix can be represented by the following:

~

X(t.) =
1.

( X. ( t . ), X( t . -sr )
11.1.

X(t.+d-iT)
1.

(7.2)

where t.= t+(i-l)T, i runs from 1 to m. Equation (7.2)1. .

represents various vectors (columns) and using these vectors, one

can evaluate the correlation integral

C (.e)
d

N
. ~ 1
1, J =

-~ ~ ~

N ~ e ( £ - I X.-X·I)
1 J . (7.3)

By counting the number of points whose distance is less than

a pre-assigned value £, where £ varies from small to large values

(- 0 to - 1).

Cd ( £ ) is calculated using (6.4) for various £ and for each
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Fig.7.5 A typical plot of log(C(R» versus log(R).
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Fig.7.7 A typical plot of K2,d versus dimension d.
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particular dimension d of the constructed phase-space. The plot

of log Cd ( &) versus log{&) for each d (Fig~5) will have a linear

region with a slope v

= (7.4)

The slope v of the linear part of log Cd{e) - log(e) for each

dimension d is evaluated. The plot of ~ versus d (Fig.7.6)

saturates to a finite value as d increases, and the saturated

value of v is the second order dimension or correlation dimension

The Kolmogorov second entropy K2 can be measured using

the correlation integral by evaluating the ratio of spatial

separation between the curves in (Fig.7.5) for dimensions d and
C

d
( &)

(d+l). The mean value of over the linear range of & is
Cd+l{~)

calculated for each dimension and we write

= Lt
&-+0
T+O

1
T

C
d

{&)
in (-----)

Cd+1( &)
(7.5)

K2,d i s plotted against dimension d, and the curve will

saturate as shown in fig.7.7. The saturated value of K2• d as d +

~ is the second Kolmogorov entropy I
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(7.6)

We can classify the system by comparing the values of D2 and

K2. 02 gives the minimum number of parameters that one requires

to characterize a dissipative nonequillibrium system in its

asymptotic state. As no limiting process is not involved in time,

these are known as static parameters. But for K2 one takes limit

of T + 0 or the time interval between "the consecutive readings is

also subjected to a limiting process. K2 is considered as a

dynamic parameter and can be considered as the rate at which

information about the system is lost in course of time and hence

it informs how chaotic a system is.

Log(R) versus log(C(R»plot is given in fig.7.8. for the time

series depicted in fig. 7.2e. KZ and 02 we reevaluated from the

observed time series. It is found that 02 - 1.2 (fig.7.9) with a

very small K2 value (fig.7.10), (TK2 - 0.3). Under the present

experimental set-up D
2

and K
2

cor r es pond i ng to different discharge

conditions did not differ much from the above values.

7.4.Evaluation of Lyapunov exponents from time series

For the nonlinear time series analysis it is of great

interest to measure the Lyapunov characteristic exponents which,

if positive, are the most striking evidence for chaos. Hany
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people (4-6] have devised different techniques and algorithms for

the computation of Lyapunov exponents.

Practically it is not easy to tap maximum information from

the time series - a univariate measurement equidistant in time,

like -{ xt},t = 1, ,T. There may be defects in the data

like contamination with noise or too few data etc. A univariate

measurement is always a projection from the phase-space of the

system where the system is deterministic to one dimensional

interval of values. Hence, to reveal the properties of dynamics,

a new state space has to be constructed in which the mapping from

one point of the trajectory to the successive one is unique.

Another difficulty is the lack of knowledge about the dynamics,

which is contained only implicitly in the trajectory. One can use

an algorithm which directly exploits the definition of the

Lyapunov exponent in the state

difficulties.

space to overcome such

Here we take an algorithm to calculate maximal Lyapunov

exponent proposed by Holger Kantz [7]. The basic idea of this

method is that the distance between two trajectories typically

increases with a rate given by the maximal Lyapunov exponent. One

looks for a point of the time series which is closest to its

first point. This is considered as the beginning

neighbouring trajectory, given by the consecutive delay

of a

vectors.

Then computing the distance between these two trajectories in
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time. When the distance exceeds some threshold. for this point of

the time series a new trajectory is searched for. when distance

is as small as possible under the constraint that the new

difference vector points more or less into the same direction as

the old one. The logarithms of the stretching factors of the

difference vectors are averaged in time to yield the maximal

Lyapunov exponent.

One should be more precise in the evaluation of maximal

Lyapunov exponents as the rate of increase in the neighbouring

trajectories given by the maximal Lyapunov exponents is

asymptotic. Because the exponential divergence of the

trajectories sets in only after some transient time, since an

arbitrary difference vector has to turn into the most unstable

direction. Also the divergence rate of trajectories naturally

fluctuates along the trajectory, with the fluctuation given by

the spectrum of effective Lyapunov exponents. The

effective exponent (AT) can be defined as

maximal

A (t)
T . = (7.7)

&W (t)u .

wu(t) is the local eigen vector associated with the maximal

Lyapunov exponent Amax The value for X (t)
T

depends on the



structure in tangent space and thus is position dependent. It is

approximately the same for all trajectories inside a small

neighbourhood. By definition the average of AT(t) is along the

trajectory is the Lyapunov exponent. Let us take an arbitrary

point of the time series in an m - dimensional delay coordinates,

X t = (x t - m+1' x t ) . All delay vectors of the series falling

into the £-neighbourhood Ut of will be considered as the

beginning of neighbouring trajectories, which are simply given by

the points of the time series. If we measured the distance

between neighbouring trajectories in their true phase space, we

would see exactly the fluctuation of the divergence rate

described by the distribution of effective Lyapunov exponents.

From a time series, we could realize this situation by measuring

the distance in the embedding space. But apart from the fact that

we have to fix the dimension in which we search for neighbours.

We do not want to distinguish any particular embedding dimension.

Therefore we define the distance between a reference trajectory

X
t

and a neighbour xi after the relative time T by

dist (Xt,X.,T)1 . = (7.8)

i.e. the modulus of the difference of the T
t h scalar component of

the two trajectories. These distances are projections of the

difference vectors in the true phase space onto a one dimensional

subspace spanned by the observable. Therefore they are modulated

with cos~, where ~ is the angle between the eigen vector
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corresponding to A and the local direction of the subspace onmax

which the observable lives. Like the effective Lyapunov exponent,

the angle ~ depends on the position in phase space and thus is

nearly the same for all neighbours xiE Ut of a given reference

trajectory x
t

' if the distance in phase space is sufficiently

small.

In order to measure the maximal Lyapunov exponent we fix 't' J

and search for all neighbours xiinside an & neighbourhood Ut and

compute the average of distances between all neighbouring

trajectories and the reference trajectory x
t

as a function of T.

T is the relative time referring to the time index of the

starting point. To get rid of the fluctuations we take the

logarithm of these average distances, which yields the local

effective Lyapunov exponent plus a fluctuation given by the angle

~. Now this can be averaged in 't' over the full length of the

time series. The local angles are averaged out and the effective

exponents are averaged to the true Lyapunov exponent. Using a

sophisticated algorithm for searching neighbours, this can be

done very fast and is given by

S(t) = 1

T

T
~ In{

t=l
(7.9)

Initially the difference vectors in the phase space are

pointing in any direction, therefore the distance behaves like
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Fig.7.11 Plot of S(T) versus T for the time series 7.2e.
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i
dist = L &. exp (X.t)

1 1
(7.10)

where A. are the effective Lyapunov exponents in the stable and
1

unstable directions. For an intermediate range of T, S(T)

increases linearly with the slope X which is the estimate of the

maximal Lyapunov exponent. This is the scaling range, where on

the one hand T is large enough such that nearly all distance

vectors point into the unstable direction and on the other hand

the corresponding distances dist(T) are smaller than the size of

the attractor. When they approach the size of the attractor, S(T)

asymptotically tends towards a constant, since the distance

cannot grow more.

If the data are noisy,the typical distance between two nearby

trajectories is of the order of the noise level. If we choose £

smaller than the noise amplitude and if we find neighbours for

this value, S(T) jumps from a value smaller than In& to a value

given by the noise level at T = 1. If this value is not too

large, one can still find a scaling range and the exponents thus

found is not affected by the noise.

The numerical value for the maximal Lyapunov exponent is the

slope of the curve ~(T) in the scaling region. Lyapunov exponent

was calculated for some of the selected data. A typical plot of S

(T) versus T is given in fig.7.11. The slope of which is (0.09

+0.02). This small value of the Lyapunov exponent shows that the



dynamics is not in the chaotic regime. This also supports the

conclusions drawn from K2 and 02 values.

The programme written to calculate the Lyapunov exponent is

given in the appendix.
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Chapt.er VIII

GENERAL CONCLUSI ONS

Laser matter interaction has been a subject of intensive

investigations by various workers using different techniques.

Such studies give valuable contributions to the fields of both

basic and applied sciences. One of such studies known as

photoemission optogalvanic effect, is a novel technique which is

found to be a asuccessful tool in the surface characterization

of target electrodes and plasma diagnostics. The first part of

the thesis deals with an investigation on POG effect using

various target electrodes like copper, gold and platinum.

With copper target it is found that using 532 nm laser pulses

generate a two photon induced POG process. POG effect was

studied keeping the target electrode as cathode (forward biased

condition) as well as anode (reverse biased condition). In both

cases the process of transportation of electrons, ions and the

rate of production of secondary electrons are found to differ as

indicated by the shape of the signals.The dependence of pressure

in the discharge cell and laser intensity on POG effect have also

been investigated. Above a threshold value of this pressure POG

signal shows certain instabilities. High laser intensities also

produce ringing effect and instabilities in the signals. Results



f the studies with 1064 nm laser radiations show the possibility

f thermally assisted photo8mission process.

The quantum efficiency calculations showed that in the

'averse biased condition there is a saturation after a threshold

'alue of laser intensity while in the forward biased case no such

~aturation is observed in the limit of laser power employed in

~he present studies.

POG studies were also carried out using gold and

9lectrodes. The quantum efficiency calculation proves

platinum

that even

in the reverse biased condition, electron emission process does

not get saturated with the present setup.

Chapters VI & VII which form the second part of the thesis

deal with the studies on nonlinear dynamics of discharge plasma.

Plasma characterization using various techniques like evaluation

of FFT, D
2

, K
2

and Lyapunov exponents show that under the present

conditions, chaos has not entered in the plasma dynamics. At

least one can infer a tenden~y of onset of chaos.

As POG is an effective technique for surface characterization

and contamination monitoring of surfaces, the present setup can

be modified to suit such purpose and will be a good analytical

tool. Detailed modelling of signal shapes and plasma

instabilities will have a very good future scope of studies. It
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is possible to generate well developed chaotic dynamics in the

plasma by careful choice of the experimental parameters. The

possibility of electron injection to control the dynamics of the

plasma will form an interesting field of future studies.
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APPENDIX I

of double;
OF integer;

, ) ;

, ) ;

a r t- a·y' [ o , . 1 CH) )

a r r cav ( C) •• 1 ()O ]

list;
: boo 1 ear-s ;
:integer;
:.integer;
:dOL\ble;
:Text;
: 1ctrsgint;
:strir«g[3()] ;

{st'J+ 1
L\SeS dos;
T"'lpe
list = array[O .. 6000] of double;
"'iat-

d i s t. ~ ST aL\, vma x 2
cnt2
dsp
T,Tl
l.IT ~ Tc:nt,lTla)~!, TaL\,EmDirrl,01'Ci\L\
i~j!lk~q~d,v,cntl,cl!1vmin,clmx

tR"lpd , t.mpdo , rHT,C !I rni n ,eps, eptiTlp, t.mpd 1 !I k 1 ,\/1
FIr.1 !lFln2~Flrt3

r,~ ~ Szef 1
Fll
Lc:~bel Lp L ,L~)2;

{====================================}
Begin {mairs}

Wt-it.elrs( "Compu t.a t a on of Lv a purtov E?'~'~l=lor...ent ••
If ParamStr(l) = I' then
begirs

Write(#Enter file name of the ASCII data file
Readln(Fll);
Assign(flnl,Fll);

end else Assign(Flnl,ParamStr(l);
Reset ( f 1n I ) ;
If ParamStr(2) = " then
tjeg Ln

"'Jr-ite('Er\ter file nalf.s for ou t pu t -file
Read l n (Fil);
Assign(fln2,Fll);

end else Assign\Fln2~ParamStr(2»;

riffle: : =() ;

mi n := (>;
szefl :::z o i

Wr.ile no t «Eof('flrll» or (szefl }= (siozeof(dsp»» do
tsegirs

read(flnl,dsp[szefl]);
r e ad Ln Lf Ln L) ;

if (abs(dsp[szefl]) > nmc) then nme 1= abs(dsp[szefl]);
if «abs(dsp[szefl]) > min) and (abs(dsp[szefl]) < nmc)} then
min := abs(dsp[szefl]);
szefl := s:zefl+l; .

end;
clc,s e ( f l r l l ) ;
reset(flr.l);
r~ :=Szefl;
\,lh·- i t e 1n ( , t,J = " t·J) ;
For i:= 0 to N do
beg.ir·,

d s p [ i ] : =: « d~.. p ( i ] I n rn c ) ) ; { n me i n 1=' 1 ace 0 f fT. et x )-
ercd;
~Jrite( 'Er-.ter v a Lue for epe.ilor,(mirs is', (nmc--mir,)lrlR'sc,'):');
F~eadln(tmpd);
if tmpd = 0 then tmpd := (nmc-min)/nmc;
Write('Enter value for embeding dimension:');
Read 1r, (Err,Dirr.) ;
if EIT,Dilll = o thers ErrsDilTt : = 1;
Write('Enter Tau v~lue (max 100) =');
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Read 1n ( orau ) •
i f « OT aLt <: i : or- (OTau > l()O» tt",en OT al.~ : = 20;
Assign(flrI3~#dist.dat#);
f::ewrite(fln3) ;

Lp2: eps := tmpd;
Tl := False;
Writeln('Window Size = # ~Eps);
ut :=1;
For i:= 0 to OTau do
begin

dist[i] := ().();
STaLl(i] := o .o ,
cnt2[i] := o ,

end;
Crltl : = 4;

Lp!: For i:= 0 to OTau do
begin

dist[iJ := ().();
\/ma>t2[i):= 0;

end;
Tau 1= ();

ttTlpdO :::z: o i

i := 2J
Repeat

j:~ Cntl+i*EmDim;
k := j+EmDim;
v := Cr.tl+ER'.Dim;
kl := abs(dsp[k]-dsp[v]);
vi := abs(dsp[j]-d6p[Cntl);
If « kl <= eps ) and(vl <= eps}) then
begir.

T := True;
Tau := ();
Repeat

tlT,pdC) : = C);
trr.pdl := 0;
if «cntl+(i+OTau)*EmDim) >= N) then T:= False;
for j := i to i+OTau do
begir.

k := Cntl+i*EmDim;
tmpdO := tmpdO+sqrt(abs(5qr(dsp[k])-sqr(dsp[cntl]»);
tmpdl := tmpdl+sqrt(abs(sqr(dsp[k+EmDim])-sqr(dsp[cntl])});

er)d;
if (tmpdl < tmpdO) then i := i+l else T := FalsQ;

Un t i 1 (T = F Cc. 1se) ;
if tmpdO < tmpdl then T := TrueJ
k := Cntl+i*EmDim;

tmpdO := sqrt(abs(sqr(dsp[kJ)-sqr(d~p[cntl]»);

While T = True do
begirl

if «cntl+(i+Tau)*EmDim) >= N) then T:= False;
k := cntl+Tau*EmDim;
'v :=k+i*EmDim;
tmpd := abs(dsp[v]-dsp[k]);

{ if tmpd }= 1 then T:= False;
If (abs(tmpd) > eps) then T :=False;}
i f T = TruQ tt-,en
begirl

dist[Tau] := dist[T.u]+tmpd;
vmax2[Tau] := vmax2[Tau]+1;
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I) ; )-

T1 := TrL\e;
er,d;
Tal.' := TaL\+l;
If «Tau) >= OTau) then T := false;
I f « Tau ) >= OTau ) tt-,er, I : = I +OT aL\ ;

er.d;
end;
i := i+l;

Until «(N-i*EmDim) < OTau»);{ or (vm~x2[O] } a»);}
if «Tl = False) and (vmax2[O] = 0» then
begin

tmpd := eps+eps/l00;
gate Ip2;

erld;
If vmax2[O] > 0 th9n
begir.

Write('Start at ' ,Cntl)J
Writeln(' to give' ,Tau,' points' );}

For j := 0 to OTau do i1 «dist[j] <> 0) and (vmax2[j] <> (dist[j]»)

begin
dist(j] := abs(dist[j]);
Writeln(fln3,' ',j:4,' ',Ln(dist[j]/(vmax2[j]»);
STau[jJ := STau[j]+Ln(dist(j]/(vmax2[j]»;
Writeln('Series average for Tau (' ,j:4,') is I,Ln(dist[j]/(vmax2[j]

cnt2[j] := cnt2[j]+1;
end;

end;
Cr, t 1 ::: Cn t 1 + 1 ;

If (Cntl < 150) then gato Lp!;
write( "Copu t a t aon over 15() po i n t.a or". troajt:ictoroy gi"ves ') J
cri t I :=0;
rime : = 0;

Rewr- i te ( f 1r,2 ) ;
For j:= 0 to OTau do
begir.

if cnt2(j] (> 0 then STau[j] := ST~u[j]/cnt2[j];

If STau(j] <> 0 then
begin

Write(flrs2!1j:4,' , ,STaL\[j]~· ');
i f j ;. 0 tt-,en
begirs

i := i+1;
min := «Stau[j] - Stau[cntl])/(j-cntl»;
nmc := nmC:+lTcir,;
I}j r: i t e 1n ( f 1n 2 , mi n ) ;

erid else
Writeln(iln2);
cntl := j;

-er-Id;
er,d;
Writeln(#07,'Mean Lamda ' ~nmc/i);

Writeln(flri2!1' , !lr'R"sc.,' , !'rHTtc/i);}
close (fln2);
close (flr,3);
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